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Abstract: The discovery of naturally occurring, heavy-chain only antibodies in Camelidae, and their further development into small recombinant nanobodies, presents attractive alternatives in drug delivery and imaging. Easily expressed in microorganisms and amenable to engineering, nanobody derivatives are soluble, stable, versatile, and have unique refolding capacities, reduced aggregation tendencies, and high-target binding capabilities. This review outlines the current state of the art in nanobodies, focusing on their structural features and properties, production, technology, and the potential for modulating immune functions and for targeting tumors, toxins, and microbes.
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Introduction
Antibodies (Abs) represent essential research tools and a well-established class of clinical diagnostics. The advent of molecular engineering and phage display technology facilitated the extension of Ab applications to molecular imaging and therapeutics for several major diseases, including autoimmune, cardiovascular, and infectious diseases, cancer, as well as inflammation. Abs can be used as unarmed therapeutic agents that inhibit targets involved in disease progression, or by causing the cytotoxic death of target cells, which are mediated by modulators of the immune response; alternatively, Abs can act as carriers of cytocidal and imaging agents. Their applicability presupposes careful engineering of their biochemistry to fit their intended use, aiming at improving effector functions, producing Ab-drug conjugates, and downsizing. The former approach, involving technically demanding and costly procedures such as grafting and directed mutagenesis, may not always be successful, as judged in numerous clinical trials.1–3 The conjugation of proteins, toxins, or radionuclides converts Abs to drug delivery systems or inactive prodrugs that can selectively interact with targets. This strategy requires two or three separate components (the Ab, linker, and conjugate) and various treatment steps that, in theory, could produce homogeneous, specific, stable, soluble conjugates, with high affinity and no aggregation- and proteolysis-susceptible regions.4 In practice, the high immunogenic potential of the linkers and the broad diffusion of the conjugate result in marginal therapeutic indices;5 efficacy is expected to improve by the use of nanodelivery technology, once the pending issues in production are resolved and the in vivo pharmacokinetics are calculated.6 The large molecular size of Abs (~150 kDa) results in long serum half-lives, which causes dose-limiting myelotoxicity,6 limited target penetration efficacy,7 and a high background in imaging.7 The
pharmacokinetic requirements depend upon the intended use: in therapy, the prolonged in vivo retention enhances bioavailability and simplifies drug administration; in drug delivery, rapid elimination is preferable to avoid tissue toxicity.

Another avenue to explore comes with Ab fragmentation. Downsizing — with the use of enzymes or solvents, and multistep processes — has progressed from antigen-binding fragments (Fab; ~57 kDa) to single-chain variable fragments (scFvs; ~27 kDa). Compared to the intact Ab structure, the Fab shows an increased capacity to penetrate the dense tissue of solid tumors and scFv seems to be even more effective. Following the research hypothesis of enhancing potency with reducing size, third-generation fragment technology delivers single-cell and miniaturized Abs (~11–15 kDa). The size advantage is, however, counterbalanced by lower affinities, difficulties in mass production, a very short serum half-life that disfavors the slower uptake kinetics, and a tendency to aggregate.

The discovery in the early 1990s that Camelidae (bactrian camels, dromedaries, vicunas, and llamas) produce fully functional Ab structures that retain only the most essential antigen-binding regions demonstrated the superiority of nature in downsizing, but it also verified the research hypothesis. These structures lack the light chains of conventional Abs and are known as heavy-chain Abs (HCAbs). Although similar structures have also been identified in elasmobranch cartilaginous fish (sharks, rays, and skates), most research has been performed on camels because of their ease of handling and immunization. Derived from evolutionary processes, HCAbs possess certain features that facilitate their further splitting to stable, soluble, and easily manipulated single-domain (sdAbs) formats, used to deliver a variety of derivatives. Owing to a highly lucrative market, academic spin-offs were fast to capitalize on the new moieties, with a few products currently in clinical trials, from the Belgian Ablynx (www.ablynx.com) on the camelid source and the US GenWay Biotech (www.genwaybio.com) on the shark source. During the uprisings nanotechnology era, Ablynx dubbed these moieties Nanobodies in 2003 to promote their nanosize (2.5 nm in diameter and 4 nm in height). In the meantime, the efforts to reengineer Ab fragments to nanobody (Nb) size and function continued, with GlaxoSmithKline (Brentford, UK) acquiring Domantis to get a hold of its human-derived sdAbs.

Following the proof-of-concept, HCAbs have started to intrigue the scientific community as new Ab-based tools. In order to examine the dynamics of the research paths (ie, to determine technology boundaries and growth, and to decide on the incorporation of relevant terms and concepts that have been used interchangeably for nature-derived sdAbs, including Nb, sdAb, HCAb, single-chain Ab, and so on), the use of ontological data acquisition and mining tools has proven beneficial. The number of publications on Camelidae HCAbs and Nbs has risen dramatically since 2008, totaling up to 1,210 original articles in the Web of Science database (Thomson Reuters, Philadelphia, PA, USA) published within 9 years (2004–2012) from 300 universities in 67 countries to cover the areas of molecular biology, immunology, hematology, and experimental medicine (Figure 1). The 10-year exploration phase, predominantly oriented to the elucidation of Nb structure and properties, was quickly followed by a rapidly increasing exploitation phase (Figure 2).

This fast transition was enabled by the existing technological frame that offered an established research environment in terms of accumulated knowledge, capital outlays, infrastructure, and available skills. The scientific network, developed mostly by central European and US clusters, is field-specific and concrete, pushing and pulling players into finite sets of positions according to the needs for knowledge absorption. The number of possibilities and prospects with the technology at hand are numerous. This review outlines the current state of the art in Nbs, focusing on Nb structural features and properties, as well as its production and technology potential that also bears prospects for exploitation in other biotechnological fields.

Conventional antibodies and single-domain antibodies

Conventional antibodies and antibody fragments

Immunoglobulin (Ig)G, one of the five isotypes found in humans and the only one that crosses the placenta, provides the majority of Ab-based immunity and comes in four forms: IgG1, IgG2, IgG3, and IgG4. IgG1 is primarily employed in therapeutics, providing a clear advantage in enhancing effector functions and offering a longer serum half-life (~21 days). It has a basic heterotetrameric structure and is composed of two identical heavy (H) chains covalently linked by disulfide bonding, and two identical light (L) chains (Figure 3A). The H-chain folds into four domains: one variable (VH) and three constant (CH1, CH2, and CH3); whereas the L chain consists of a variable (VL) and a constant (CL) domain that interact noncovalently with the VH and CH1 domains, respectively. These covalent and noncovalent associations result in the formation of three independent regions: two Fabs and one...
crystallizable fragment (Fc), connected through a flexible linker at the hinge region. The Fab regions are of identical structure, usually flat or concave, wherein each expresses a specific antigen-binding site. The Fc region determines in vivo retention and expresses the interaction sites for ligands that can induce effector functions, which are mostly governed by the glycoform of an oligosaccharide covalently attached to CH2 at the asparagine 297 position. The paired N-terminal VH–VL domains constitute the paratope or variable fragment (Fv).

During the production of conventional Abs from plasma B-cells, somatic recombination yields a mature message that is transported to the cytoplasm and is translated in the endoplasmic reticulum into an H-chain that is bound to chaperon proteins; these proteins, along with the CH1, facilitate its placement over the contact sites of the L-chain domains. The CH1 spaces, also, the two antigen-binding sites by 80–160 Å that optimizes recognition and cross-linking of repeated epitopes. Well conserved hydrophobic amino acids, at positions 37 (valine), 44 (glycine), 45 (leucine), and 47 (tryptophane) in the VH region, form the major interaction site of the chaperon proteins. The folded V-domain comprises nine β-strands connected by canonical loops and by a conserved disulfide bond between cysteine 23 and cysteine 94, which are packed against a conserved tryptophan. In this way, hypervariable regions are formed (called the complementarity determining regions [CDRs]), and there are three each on the VL and the VH chains that determine specificity, diversity, and affinity; the remainder of the VH and VL domains are called framework domains and support the loops. In human and mouse VHs, the number of loop architecture combinations is limited.

The exposed hinge region is extended in the structure due to its high proline content and is therefore vulnerable to proteolysis; papain can split the Ab into Fab and Fc fragments (Figure 3B). Other proteolysis-susceptible sites do exist, and the use of various enzymes or solvents is used to produce smaller fragments. In recombinant approaches, the VL and VH of the Fv fragment are commonly attached via a flexible polypeptide linker to produce an scFv with a monovalent nature (Figure 3C) that decreases avidity and gives a very short serum half-life that limits applicability. Multimerization can improve retention and affinity, whereas the insertion of disulfide bonding in the framework produces a more stable fragment (called disulfide stabilized Fv). The combination of two different scFvs results in bispecific constructs. Further engineering can provide sdAbs that have either the VH or the VL domain; each sdAb contains three of the six naturally occurring CDRs from the parental Ab. The initial attempts with mouse VH or VL scaffolds were soon repeated with human VH scaffolds to generate sdAbs. These mini-forms exhibit satisfactory
stability in vivo and are more suitable for complex manifold constructs.

**Naturally occurring heavy chain antibodies**

In addition to conventional IgG1, a portion of IgG2 and IgG3 of Camelidae (Tylopoda suborder) are HCABs lacking the L-chain polypeptide and the first constant domain (CH1); their antigen-binding site is located in a ~15 kDa single variable domain called VHH (Figure 3D). The alignment of the VHH amino acid sequences indicated that the structural organization of the framework and hypervariable regions is similar to VH, with a few significant differences in the framework-2 region and in the CDRs. The percentage of HCABs varies greatly among taxa due to a variation in mutation rates. The exact mechanism remains obscure; these forms are derived from conventional Abs within the *Tylopoda* lineage as the outcome of adaptive changes.

Camelids carry a nucleotide G to a point mutation that disrupts the consensus-splicing site at the 5′ end of the intron between the CH1-hinge exons and provokes the elimination of the CH1 region from the messenger ribonucleic acid by splicing. The hydrophobic amino acids found in the conventional CH1 disrupts the consensus-splicing site at the 5′ end of the intron. The truncated and more soluble H-chains cannot be retained by the chaperon binding sites for the chaperon proteins. Therefore, the transition to a market pull mechanism becomes apparent, justifying Nbs as viable alternatives to Ab fragments, while a clear therapeutic advantage remains to be clinically proven. Superscripted numbers refer to published papers that document either a Nb asset or a stated intended use.

**Notes:** Since their discovery in 1989, research groups moved fast to integrate Nbs in the well-established scientific frame of Ab-based biomedical tools. Although a clear distinction between the exploration and the exploitation phase cannot be made, and since even the latest papers are, to some extent, concerned with elucidation of mechanisms and physical chemistry, while the applicability domain was clearly defined in the introductory paper of 1993, a turning point can be found around 1998. As the spinoff, Ablynx, was moving to patenting and clinical testing at the early 2000s, the academic research groups were feeding a knowledge push mechanism until 2008, offering relations between properties and potential (until 2004), engineering trends (until 2006) and technology optimizations (until 2008). More researchers were attracted to join and extend the scientific network. Thereafter, the transition to a market pull mechanism becomes apparent, justifying Nbs as viable alternatives to Ab fragments, while a clear therapeutic advantage remains to be clinically proven. Superscripted numbers refer to published papers that document either a Nb asset or a stated intended use.

**Abbreviations:** Ab, antibody; HC, heavy chain; Nb, nanobody; SPR, surface plasmon resonance; PeGylation, polyethylene glycol treatment; H, heavy; sd, single-domain; NMR, nuclear magnetic resonance; ER, endoplasmic reticulum.
by a mutation at position 11 (serine instead of leucine) which is, however, less well-conserved in llamas. The spacing of the antigen-binding sites, guided by CH1 in conventional VHs, is sufficiently sustained in VHHs by the rod-like long hinge. The hinges can be cleaved using proteases to deliver the isolated VHH domain or the Nb (Figure 3E). In effect, the technology developed for the scFv fragments can also be used for Nb isolation and formatting, which is more easily multimerized to generate constructs with a variety of avidity effects or bispecificity.

Solubility and the antigen-binding capability of Nbs are also favored by significant differences from VHs in the hypervariable regions. Their scaffolds consist of two α-sheeted structures that are similar to VHs. CDR1 is extended toward its N-terminal by four more amino acids that are, most probably, involved in antigen recognition. The CDR2 loop structures differ nearly always from the canonical loop structures that are defined for VHs, although the key residues are preserved. This suggests an
increase in the actual antigen-binding surface area, possibly compensating for the absence of antigen interactions provided by the VL partner in an Fv, and contributes to solubility.\textsuperscript{19} The broader structural repertoire of loops might contribute to NbS recognizing alternative epitopes on an antigen.\textsuperscript{32} It was suggested recently that variable genes displaying a high degree of homology to the human VH4 family add to HCAb antigen-binding diversity.\textsuperscript{63}

The CDR3 elongations can extend into cavities on antigens, such as the active site crevice of enzymes; indeed, the immune system of camelsids seems to possess an inherent tendency to form enzyme-blocking HCAbs.\textsuperscript{50} However, an extended loop implies larger flexibility, and this is expected to be entropically counterproductive for binding. This is avoided in camelsids by stabilizing their CDR3 loops with an additional disulfide bond toward either the CDR1 loop in camels or the CDR2 in llamas.\textsuperscript{63} These bridges may also maximize the topology on the binding surface and guide the orientation of the CDR3 towards the antigen.

**Production of nanobodies**

**HCAb repertoire cloning**

Cloning HCAbS from an immunized cameland is a simple, inexpensive, and straightforward process that requires 2–6 boosters within 3–6 months. The titer and diversity of the response in HCAbS seem to depend on the actual antigen: small hydrophobic hapteners tend to give weaker responses than larger antigens. Early attempts to produce polyclonal NbS involved protease digestion and protein A or protein G purification. Variations in the IgG subtype tigers among taxa and problems in chromatographic separation gave moderate to low yields.\textsuperscript{12,19,21,62} The use of differential adsorption in affinity chromatography improved this process, which is now used in low-volume production.\textsuperscript{64,65} Most Nb market applications depend on large-volume, cost-effective, and reliable production; thus, cloning the repertoire of FabS from an immunized cameland into a phage or ribosome display vector, as well as the selection of antigen-specific clones by panning, seem to be the methods of choice.

The peripheral blood lymphocytes collected from the immunized animal are used for messenger ribonucleic acid isolation and complementary deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) synthesis. The gene fragments encoding the VHHs are specifically amplified by polymerase chain reaction (PCR). Although it is possible to amplify the entire VHH repertoire present within the blood sample, as all the VHHs belong to the same family and are encoded by an exon with homologous border sequences, the sticky behavior of VHs makes antigen-specific selection difficult.\textsuperscript{21} Hinge-specific or constant region-specific primers can be used to eliminate the VH gene fragments.\textsuperscript{62} The yield of the former is variable and often low,\textsuperscript{21,26} while the latter results in two types of primary PCR products that differ in length: the longest derives from the conventional Ab, and the shorter from the HCAb. The VH sequences are easily eliminated by agarose gel electrophoresis.\textsuperscript{62} A secondary PCR with nested primers annealing at either end of the VH produces more material and allows the inclusion of restriction enzyme sites for cloning in an expression vector.\textsuperscript{15,19} The in vivo matura-
tion of the HCAbS gives relatively small and manageable libraries (10\textsuperscript{6}–10\textsuperscript{7} individual clones).\textsuperscript{34,30,63} Selection can be performed by direct colony screening or by panning with standard enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay. Panning is generally preferred, as it allows for the selection of binders with the highest affinities, as well as those that express better in bacteria over several sequential rounds.\textsuperscript{62,64} Nb libraries generated from immunized animals retain full functional diversity. This presents a significant advantage of NbS over conventional Ab recombinants, which require reshuffling of VL and VH domains during library construction that may yield reduced diversities.

Despite the easy retrieval of high-affinity NbS in a short period of time, immunization might not be possible due to low immunogenicity or high toxicity, or due to the limited availability of the antigen.\textsuperscript{66,67} Nonimmune libraries could be used to select binders with good specificity but \( \mu \text{M} \) affinity.\textsuperscript{50} Such libraries need to be larger (\( \sim 10^9 \) individual clones),\textsuperscript{15} whereas subsequent and time-consuming in vitro affinity maturation steps should be included.\textsuperscript{66,67}

**Nb expression systems**

NbS are easily expressed in microbial systems (Escherichia coli, yeasts, fungi) from a single gene requiring no post-translational modifications, thus allowing for shorter development times under well-established and scalable fermentation conditions.\textsuperscript{23,62} Unlike conventional VHs, the hydrophilic mutations in the VHHs contribute to high-expression yields.\textsuperscript{26,45} The high refolding capability of VHHs has also been correlated with a high production level in E. coli (up to 10 mg/L).\textsuperscript{23,40,63} Despite the satisfactory yields, expression levels of different clones can vary by a factor of 100,\textsuperscript{26,45} the use of random molecular evolution using DNA shuffling may improve production.\textsuperscript{21}

Attempts to use filamentous fungi resulted in limited proteolytic degradation of the secreted product,\textsuperscript{36} possibly due to the
high levels of the fungi proteases. High yields can be obtained from yeast systems, like *Saccharomyces cerevisiae*. These systems may also coproduce N-glycosylated Nbs with yeast-specific high-mannose oligosaccharides, which, due to their binding to specific mannose receptors on reticuloendothelial cells, could increase the in vivo immunogenicity and decrease the serum half-life of the moiety.

The single-domain nature facilitates molecular manipulation and formatting. Genetic fusions of two or three Nbs can produce bivalent or high-avidity multimers. Alternatively, the Nb can be cloned to a protein with a natural tendency to dimerize or multimerize, such as a leucine zipper motif or the pentamerizing motif of verotoxin (Figure 3E). Although multimerization is less efficient than the production of the monovalent format, yields are generally more satisfactory than those of conventional Ab constructs, as more flexible linkers can be used, and domain mispairing is avoided. Nonetheless, the steric hindrance by the N-terminal VHH may compromise antigen binding by the C-terminal.

Effector functions can be only recruited indirectly and to a lesser degree than in conventional Abs. Options include either the use of bispecific Ab fragments binding to host IgG, or of Nb fusion to host Fe domains. Functionalization usually requires the correct glycosylation of the CH2 domain, which is feasible only in higher eukaryotic cells. The use of the glycoengineered *Pichia pastoris* expression system can generate specific Nb-glycoforms by surface display; the library of Nb-coding sequences can be fused to the C-terminal part of the *S. cerevisiae* α-agglutinin gene (SAG1) and expressed in *P. pastoris*. A high-efficiency transformation protocol has been reported that yielded a library of 5 × 10^7 clones, ~80% of which strongly expressed the Nb fusion.

**Therapeutic applications, safety, and tolerability**

The unique physicochemical and pharmacokinetic properties of Nbs match the requirements of many biomedical applications (Table 1) and offer several advantages over conventional Ab technology for immunotherapy, drug delivery, and diagnostics. The affinities of Nbs are comparable or superior to those of conventional Ab derivatives; Nbs with 100 pM affinity constants have been isolated. The fast retrieval of high-affinity and target-specific Nbs provides a rich pool for intracellular signaling molecules, protein–protein interactions, and cancer biomarkers. Nbs can be fused with fluorescent proteins to produce chromobodies that may be utilized in single-molecule localization with super-resolution imaging techniques. Since they can be engineered to induce conformation changes or to discriminate between conformational variants, Nbs may prove to be a beneficial research tool for monitoring protein expression, translocation, and subcellular localization.

Nbs are easily concentrated by ultrafiltration to 1–10 mg/mL in standard phosphate or Tris buffers for usage as a stock solution. Their shelf-life ranges between a few months at 4°C to several months at ~20°C while maintaining full antigen-binding capacity; they retain >80% of their binding activity after 1 week of incubation at 37°C and may remain functional after several weeks of incubation. The hydrophilic content and the CDR3 loop folding confer thermal tolerance, aggregation resistance, and conformational stability at extreme pH values and in the presence of chaotropes. Melting points are in the range of 67°C–78°C, with thermal unfolding often shown to be fully reversible; functional activity can be retained up to 90°C. The ruggedness of Nbs is suitable for harsh-condition engineering, tumor targeting, and surfactant-based pharmaceutical formulations.

Further refolding of VHHs only requires domain refolding, thus avoiding the association of VH and VL domains in conventional Abs. The introduction of cysteines at position 54 and 78 result in an extra stabilizing disulfide bond at the buried hydrophobic region. These proteolysis-resistant platforms can be utilized in oral immunotherapy. Trypsin-resistant Nbs for oral delivery have been obtained after random mutagenesis through DNA shuffling and selection for trypsin-resistant variants. Nbs that successfully prevented diarrhea caused by rotavirus in a mouse model were similarly selected for resistance against the acidic environment of the stomach. Proteolysis can also be prevented by expressing Nbs in gut commensal bacteria, such as *Lactobacilli*, that have been used to produce rotavirus-neutralizing Nbs.

Nbs can be genetically customized to target enzymes, transmembrane proteins, or molecular interactions. Their ability to recognize recessed antigenic sites has been attributed to their smaller size and the ability of the extended CDR3 loop to quickly penetrate into such epitopes. When fused to a truncated apolipoprotein L-1 enzyme, Nbs can specifically recognize the conserved carbohydrate of the surface glycoprotein found in *Trypanosoma rhodesiense*, a sleeping sickness parasite variant. Nbs genetically fused to β-lactamase can target the carboxyembryonic antigen, the enzyme then converts an injected nontoxic prodrug into a high-concentration toxic drug in the vicinity of the targeted tumor cells. Satisfactory results in mice are very promising for the Ab-based enzyme prodrug therapy approach.
Table I Correlation between the biophysical properties of nanobodies with their areas of application

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nanobody biophysical properties</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
<th>Application areas</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Single-domain nature</td>
<td>• Absence of domain mispairing that allows for increased functional size of immune libraries.</td>
<td>• Production reliability.</td>
<td>• Single-cell oligoclonal production.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Allows for flexible linker design and simultaneous binding of multivalent agents.</td>
<td>• Inability to directly induce effector functions.</td>
<td>• Easy production of bispecific or trivalent forms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Production in microbial systems, taking advantage of simple fermentation conditions, and offering short development times.</td>
<td>• Binding to haptons and peptides requires multiple steps.</td>
<td>• Cost-effective large-scale production.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Facile genetic manipulation to yield fused moieties with high solubility and low aggregation potential (decreased immunogenicity).</td>
<td>• Treatment of inflammation might require longer retention times.</td>
<td>• Selective tumor targeting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small size</td>
<td>• Rapid blood clearance and fast tissue penetration.</td>
<td>• Poses problems in parenteral applications.</td>
<td>• Selective tumor targeting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased hydrophilicity</td>
<td>• Allows for high expression yields.</td>
<td>• Yet to be proven.</td>
<td>• Optimized drug manufacturing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High sequence stability</td>
<td>• High solubility.</td>
<td>• Parenteral applications might require further safety measures.</td>
<td>• Harsh engineering.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Proteolytic stability.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extended CDR3 loops</td>
<td>• Allows for a variety of treatments, storage, and formulations.</td>
<td>• Unwanted in situ complexation may not be excluded.</td>
<td>• Harsh engineering.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Low immunogenic potential that allows for repeated or high-dose treatments.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variable N-terminal of CDR1</td>
<td>• Efficient refolding after chemical or thermal denaturation that gives high thermodynamic stability.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Recognition of recessed antigenic sites that allow for enzyme inhibition and recognition of cryptic epitopes.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Transmigration of blood–brain barrier.</td>
<td>• Binding by C-terminal is not an option.</td>
<td>• Treatment of neurological disorders.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Superscripted numbers refer to published papers that document each correlation.

Abbreviation: CDR, complementarity determining region.

The demonstrated, inferred, or possible Nb multimer constructs may be beneficial in serotherapeutics. Myeloma cell lines transfected with the antigen-specific Nb gene cloned in frame with the hinge CH2 and CH3 exons of human, and mouse or pig IgG, have been used to reconstruct chimeric HCAbs that specifically recognize the scorpion *Androctonus australis hector* toxin. The toxin neutralization capacity shown in mice exceeds the results provided from similar scFv-based constructs. In addition, several Nbs targeting bacterial toxins and snake venoms have been reported. A range of other human pathogens, such as *Vibrio cholerae* and *Salmonella enterica*, might also be suitable for Nb targeting.

Nb conjugates hold much promise for cancer immunotherapy and for the treatment of inflammatory diseases. Potential targets include cell surface proteins, cytokines, other secreted proteins, and even intracellular proteins. Chimeric constructs targeted against leukocyte ectoenzymes have been shown to completely block enzymatic activity and nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NAD)-induced cytotoxicity on the surface of T-cells, although at low inhibition rates; this may indicate slower tissue penetration capacity of the larger Fc-fusion protein. Nonetheless, the potential for autoimmune disease treatment has been clearly demonstrated. Lipopolysaccharide–Nbs efficiently block lipopolysaccharide...
binding and signaling to host cells, and they have been suggested for the treatment of sepsis. Conjugates to the epidermal growth factor receptor can block epidermal growth factor binding to its receptor, which can be used to treat solid tumors; potency can be increased tenfold when using bivalent Nb constructs. Similar results have been reported for Nbs binding to tumor necrosis factor-α; the bivalent constructs exhibited 500 times more anti-tumor necrosis factor potency than the monovalent formats, and they even exceeded the potency of clinically used conventional Abs. These conjugates may be also utilized in imaging; the total percent of injected activity per gram of tumor tissue is generally lower when compared to similar studies with conventional Ab-constructs, but the generated specific contrast is at least ten times higher.

Like cytokines, other secreted molecules are accessible with Nb constructs, such as those developed against components of the blood-clotting cascade or the aggregation-prone proteins implicated in amyloidosis, where the employment of specific Nbs for inhibiting fibril formation seems to be a promising therapeutic strategy for Alzheimer’s disease. Nbs have been engineered to specifically recognize the activated form of the von Willebrand factor, a key component of the blood-clotting cascade that mediates the tethering of platelets to the vascular endothelium. Although the quantification of the target in serum samples was satisfactory, in vivo inhibition was limited. Another von Willebrand factor-specific Nb has recently completed a Phase I clinical trial as an antithrombotic agent, and it showed dose-dependent inhibition (www.Ablynx.com).

The 15 kDa size of the Nb is well below the renal clearance limit of 60 kDa; for parenteral therapeutic applications, the serum half-lives should be increased. The use of bivalent formats allows for Nb ligation to large proteins such as albumin or Ig, which prolong in vivo retention to those of the ligature. Removal of Igs can have therapeutic benefits for patients with high titters of circulating auto-Abs (for example, in Goodpasture syndrome or in systemic lupus erythematosus). The chemical addition of polyethylene glycol (PEGylation) could also produce similar effects. The PEGylation of foot-and-mouth disease Nbs extended the serum half-life and enhanced in vitro neutralizing potency to levels above that of the hyperimmune serum; still, in vivo protection was not sufficient, suggesting that functionalization is required.

The high sequence homology of Nbs to conventional VHs and their high conformational stability indicates a low immunogenic potential that was, thus far, demonstrated only in mice; however, conventional humanization remains indispensable. A radiolabeled antarcinocoembryonic antigen Nb was successfully humanized by loop grafting, demonstrating the potential of grafting specific antigen-binding loops to generate humanized Nbs that retain their targeting capacities for noninvasive in vivo tumor imaging. This approach offers a generic tool that allows for the complete standardization of both the production of clinical-grade Nbs and site-specific radiolabeling on the scaffold region. The main drawback of Nbs for imaging is their kidney retention, which limits the detection sensitivity in the vicinity of the kidneys (for example, in the pancreas), and induces a relatively high radiation dose to the kidney cells. In addition, parenteral applications may require further reduction in the immunogenic potential, possibly by using conventional Ab-like Nbs, which have an even higher structural homology to the VH domains.

Nbs can surmount the blood–brain barrier. One of the Nbs selected from a llama, which was immunized with brain vascular endothelial cells, was found to undergo transcytosis and released on the basolateral side of the endothelial cells. In vivo studies showed that the Nb was efficiently transported across the blood–brain barrier and could even be used to carry any cargo into the brain, including the entire M13 phage particle.

The stability of Nbs is perfectly suited for the production of intrabodies that require their expression in the reducing environment of the cytoplasm. Bax-specific intrabodies have been developed to prevent the oxidative stress-induced apoptosis that is implicated in neurodegenerative diseases. The targeting of intracellular proteins may also proceed with the fusion of Nbs to peptides, thus mediating translocation across the cell membrane – although intrachain disulfide bonding could hamper unfolding and translocation. A transfection-based expression strategy (although it is not very efficient) seems to be applicable for transgenic animals and plants, as well as in therapeutic settings where cells transfected in vitro are reapplied to the patient.

Extended CDR3 could potentially open the possibility of creating synthetic peptide mimics from Nbs. The X-ray structure of Nbs in a complex with lysozyme showed that the CDR3 fills the active site, mimicking a saccharide ligand. Antilysozyme Nbs (peptibodies) have been shown to block lysozyme activity, although at higher concentrations than of the parental VHH. Still, the synthetic peptibodies may be delivered more efficiently to the cytosol than to the larger Nbs or the conventional Ab fragments. The binding of Nbs to small-sized antigens, such as haptons, may pose certain
problems, as these require framework residues given that they bind in a groove or cavity at the VH–VL hydrophobic interface.\textsuperscript{25,45} Despite the absence of a VL, VHH form a deep cleft that involves residues from the CDRs; thus, binding could occur, though it depends more on electrostatic than hydrophobic effects.\textsuperscript{25} Nbs raised against haptens using strong selection systems exhibit extremely high affinities that could be utilized in low-cost detection systems and in immunomodulation.

Nbs have been shown to bind to copper ions,\textsuperscript{25} raising new possibilities for the development of redox protein-based detection systems, such as solid-state electrochemical sensing, without the need for mediators. The ease of manipulation and the harsh engineering that Nbs can sustain make them perfect candidates as biorecognition elements in biosensor platforms. Although not within the scope of this review, it is worth noting that biosensors, using natural recognition processes for detecting targets with extremely low detection limits, have enjoyed low marketability since they have an operational versatility and stability that is largely dictated by the biological moiety that is immobilized on top of the physicochemical transducer.\textsuperscript{17} Nbs can confer their extended shelf-life and ruggedness to biosensors, broadening their applicability to production control and environmental monitoring – two areas that (to date) only microorganisms can adequately serve at the expense of selectivity, sensitivity, and specificity. The ability of Nbs to recognize cryptic epitopes may open new avenues for environmental detection, especially in assessing pollution impact at the cellular or subcellular level, or even when elucidating the mechanisms of metabolic degradation and assimilation of endocrine disruptors, or of accumulating pesticides in sensitive ecosystems.

The development of immunosensors using conventional Ab fragments has been proven to be challenging due to the low affinities expressed in the presence of binders;\textsuperscript{82} the option of producing multisensors using a series of high-avidity bispecific or trivalent Nbs that can be accommodated in the nanometer space may certainly enhance the simultaneous detection of many compounds with a single instrument. The high solubility and low aggregation potential of Nbs could reduce the use of reagents during measurements, while in situ regeneration of the sensor might be further facilitated for uses in long-term monitoring – although the use of optimized scaffolds or stress-driven selections (for example, temperature or chemical denaturing) might be necessary for assuring the optimal loading of the sensor.\textsuperscript{83}

However, it should be noted that the small Nb size may not be suited for random coupling to solid surfaces unless advanced engineering produces formats that would permit directional immobilization.\textsuperscript{35} Notwithstanding, a prostate-specific antigen Nb was successfully immobilized to a surface plasmon resonance transducer by carbodiimide coupling to provide detection limits that were significantly lower than those of similar scFv platforms.\textsuperscript{35} The fusion protein retained its ability to self-assemble onto solid surface into a square lattice structure with the Nb pointing outwards from the protein lattice surface into the solution; this monomolecular protein lattice could be exploited as a sensing layer in various biosensor setups. In related research, different VHH constructs were immobilized onto commercial and custom-built sensor surfaces by metal chelation, biotin-streptavidin interactions, or covalent coupling.\textsuperscript{84} For the first time, the intrinsic stability was presented as an important biosensor design factor, showing experimentally that higher intrinsic stability offers higher resistance to harsh environments.

In the postgenomic era and with the high-throughput techniques available, the goal is to discriminate between all individual proteins from the proteome, including their splice variants and posttranslationally modified derivatives. Nbs may offer the means to attain this goal. More nature-mimicking surfaces, such as lipid bilayers, may provide a more responsive host to Nbs and extend the range of applications in clinical diagnosis and environmental monitoring, where Nbs could be proven advantageous for maximizing protein loading to lower detection limits, reducing steric hindrance to lower noise levels, and optimizing dipolar and transmembrane potentials to increase sensitivity.\textsuperscript{17}

**Conclusion**

Nature-derived Nbs represent a beneficial tool in Ab-based markets with ready-to-use potential. Numerous Nbs have already proven useful for basic and advanced research in therapy and diagnostics. In vitro and in vivo studies have shown, at least in principle, deep penetration into dense tissues, favorable kinetics for drug delivery, recognition of hidden epitopes, enhanced therodynamic stability, and rapid elimination. The ability to tailor properties and pharmacokinetics with multivalent and fused constructs to suit the needs of the intended use places Nbs at the forefront of biomedical applications. Notwithstanding, a number of obstacles – including immunogenicity and functionalization – still have to be clinically proven and/or surmounted before clinical implementation becomes feasible.
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